Geriatrics for Juniors’ Conference - Feedback form

Q10 What was the best aspect of the meeting?
Answered: 79

Skipped: 13

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The wide variety of topics and the high quality of all the speakers. The whole day was really well
organised and interesting from start to finish.

11/25/2017 4:48 PM

2

Jemma Smith neurology talk was excellent - definite highlights (as it was last year in Nottingham)
with really interesting cases with clear take home learning points from each one . Sarah Turpin
emergency medicine talk was interesting - really enthusiastic speaker.

11/14/2017 10:10 PM

3

Focussed on issues relevant to our clinical practice Very inspiring and encouraging that trainees
can make changes.

11/12/2017 4:03 PM

4

The meeting does not feel like a meeting at all. The whole learning environment is such a friendly
and supportive one that it reflects how good geriatric society as a whole. Thoroughly enjoyed the
day.

11/11/2017 11:32 PM

5

Enjoyed all talks all relevant too my role as an orthogeriatric nurse practitioner

11/10/2017 9:29 PM

6

Interesting and relevant talks. Very well organised. Useful to talk to med regs to discuss concerns.

11/10/2017 12:27 PM

7

Fantastic speakers and excellent content. Very informative - appropriate too!

11/9/2017 8:34 PM

8

Presentations on Delirium and Parkinsons medication.

11/9/2017 2:14 PM

9

The lectures were pitched at the right level. Very interesting, very good speakers and thoroughly
enjoyable.

11/9/2017 2:14 PM

10

Range of talks and quality of speakers. Very engaging, informative and have a different focus than
at other meetings making it very relevant to junior level and changes that we can actually make.

11/9/2017 9:19 AM

11

The after mid morning coffee and before lunch slot... PD, neurology and career lectures

11/8/2017 10:53 PM

12

Quick paced, talks were good lengths which kept you engaged and focused. On the whole very
good speakers, thoroughly enjoyable and educational day

11/8/2017 11:38 AM

13

variety of talks - in depth and interesting

11/7/2017 9:50 PM

14

Great speakers, passionate and encouraging

11/7/2017 12:24 PM

15

The variety of talks for the main sessions meant there was a good range for both
general/specialist interests. Good length of talks. Med reg/geriatric trainee lunchtime talks helped
to answer questions to ease concern about future training.

11/7/2017 9:30 AM

16

The enthusiasm of those who spoke about geriatrics and older people The fact that it was focused
on tips and advice rather than just facts Oddly found the itu presentation really relevant for a gp
trainee as the same decision making applies to deciding whether to admit to hospital in the first
place

11/6/2017 5:51 PM

17

The talks were absolutely amazing! Every single one of the talks were fantastic and so engaging!

11/6/2017 5:32 PM

18

Great speakers.

11/6/2017 3:41 PM

19

Getting to hear first hand accounts from people in the specialty.

11/6/2017 3:20 PM

20

Parkinson disease was excellent

11/6/2017 2:42 PM

21

varied talks

11/6/2017 2:30 PM

22

The talk on ITU and ageing

11/6/2017 2:16 PM

23

relevant topics aimed at FY/SHO level with each talk giving really helpful practical advice on how
best to manage geriatric patients

11/6/2017 2:10 PM

24

- Meet the med reg. Great for discussing aspects of being the med reg and debunking myths. Use of technology e.g. by Dr Garside - really good, interactivity keeps people interested

11/6/2017 9:55 AM

25

The 'ask the med reg' small group

11/6/2017 9:14 AM
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26

wide range of topics which were relevant to all

11/6/2017 8:56 AM

27

Sessions were well organised

11/6/2017 7:10 AM

28

Good balance of clinical focus and career advice.

11/6/2017 2:55 AM

29

Talks were very light and there wasn’t an overload of information. All speakers were inspiring and
motivating.

11/6/2017 12:17 AM

30

Excellent speaker

11/5/2017 9:47 PM

31

Top tips for realistic situations

11/5/2017 9:41 PM

32

Very practical and up to date teaching

11/5/2017 9:28 PM

33

Lectures were thought provoking and the ask a geris trainee useful to explain process/life as a
geris trainee

11/5/2017 9:21 PM

34

Very engaging speakers. Excellent mix of topics.

11/5/2017 6:03 PM

35

Varied lectures, engaging speakers, clearly a wealth of experience, light hearted enjoyable,
catering was good

11/5/2017 5:20 PM

36

Excellent speakers, excellent food

11/5/2017 5:17 PM

37

Relevent lectures - not too long which was good, didn't get bored or lose focus. Lectures given by
experienced consultants.

11/5/2017 3:41 PM

38

Lots of useful talks and the opportunity to meed current geriatrics registrars

11/5/2017 3:29 PM

39

The Neurology cases for the elderly was very interesting as was the talk on discussing ITU

11/5/2017 2:47 PM

40

Most of the speakers were brilliant. Particularly enjoyed the delirium, parkinsons and hip fracture
talks.

11/5/2017 2:46 PM

41

Lecture on acute geriatrics - didn’t know this was a possible sub speciality!

11/5/2017 2:17 PM

42

Interactive “ask a reg”/“ask a geri’s reg” sessions were very helpful from the viewpoint of a Cmt
concerned about applying and being the med reg! Excellent talks on delirium, Parkinson’s and end
of life care.

11/5/2017 1:13 PM

43

Insightful and educational meeting. Interactive and useful for current stage of training.

11/5/2017 12:41 PM

44

Great to meet likeminded colleagues. Fantastic speakers

11/5/2017 12:39 PM

45

Passionate speakers with both practical tips and big new ideas

11/5/2017 12:19 PM

46

what to consider about elderly patients have been explaied well

11/5/2017 12:12 PM

47

Interactive presentations Top tips to be able to change current practice Inspiring speakers Meeting
like minded people with a passion for geriatric medicine

11/5/2017 11:03 AM

48

All the speakers

11/5/2017 10:54 AM

49

Great lecture material- Delerium lecture was brilliant.

11/5/2017 10:23 AM

50

Really good variety of interesting and relevant topics. Interactive presentations.

11/5/2017 10:17 AM

51

Great variety of topics and speakers. Speakers were enthusiastic and inspiring, bringing a fun side
with their presentation style. It was great to have an opportunity to 'ask the Med Reg' in small
groups.

11/5/2017 9:18 AM

52

Variety of talks. Nice length and gave actual practical tips to improve our practice. Lovely relaxed
atmosphere - all the speakers were so nice! It was lovely to hear from so many people who were
so enthusiastic about their speciality.

11/5/2017 9:10 AM

53

All of the talks were interesting and relevant. The location and setup of the meeting was great.

11/5/2017 8:15 AM

54

Good range of key topics covered. Aimed at great level to revise areas we have previously covered
else where in our training and then few added extras

11/5/2017 8:01 AM

55

Learning about sub specialities and hearing from more senior colleagues regarding clinical tips

11/4/2017 10:38 PM

56

Hugely enthusiac and engaging teachers. Great breath of topics

11/4/2017 9:53 PM

57

Interesting and relevant presentations, and they were a good length to not drag on.

11/4/2017 8:39 PM
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58

Seeing young enthusiastic and inspirational medics educating the next generation of geriatricians,
nurses and ahps

11/4/2017 8:38 PM

59

Varied topics; engaging speakers; good length of presentations; interactive; friendly atmosphere

11/4/2017 8:28 PM

60

Very high quality speakers and presentations. They kept us engaged all day. Highly recommend
this conference to juniors interested in geriatric medicine.

11/4/2017 8:25 PM

61

Palliative management

11/4/2017 8:01 PM

62

The range of topics discussed and the informality of presentations and ‘world cafe’

11/4/2017 7:48 PM

63

Well organized. Good selection of topics (very relevant)

11/4/2017 7:18 PM

64

I found high value in many different talks each doctor had their own style and delivered high value
knowledge relevant to my area of practice.

11/4/2017 7:17 PM

65

High quality lectures Chance to network

11/4/2017 7:00 PM

66

Speakers were excellent - especially delirium top tips. Talks contained an ideal amount of content
so that we were not overwhelmed and were able to take away key learning points. Pace of the day
was great.

11/4/2017 6:36 PM

67

Very topical subjects, very well organised

11/4/2017 6:34 PM

68

Dr Brock’s talk which was very engaging and practical and memorable, Dr Zoe’s insight from
managerial aspect

11/4/2017 6:13 PM

69

The enthusiasm of all the lecturers

11/4/2017 6:11 PM

70

Variety of talks

11/4/2017 6:10 PM

71

Really interesting and engaging presentations and speakers. Lovely venue with great facilities and
food. Good value and a day out well spent.

11/4/2017 6:06 PM

72

Input and shared experience from enthusiastic speakers. Great value for more junior members
who wouldn’t otherwise be able to make more expensive conferences.

11/4/2017 5:58 PM

73

Really enjoyable sessions-informative, educational and interesting. Enjoyed the small groups for
Med Reg session-easier to ask questions

11/4/2017 5:51 PM

74

The friendliness and enthusiasm of the hosts The quality of the presentations and speakers Value
for money Good for networking Decent venue and food/refreshments

11/4/2017 5:50 PM

75

Interactive and very informative lectures which were stimulating and very interesting.

11/4/2017 5:26 PM

76

Great speakers and a good variety of topics covered. Lovely venue.

11/4/2017 5:21 PM

77

Inspiring speakers with excellent presentations

11/4/2017 5:18 PM

78

Good talks relevant to many specialties

11/4/2017 5:14 PM

79

Delirium in the elderly presentation ans ask the registrar meeting.

11/4/2017 5:04 PM
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